CRYPTO ROBOT
Investing in cryptocurrencies can be an interest option to have a diversified asset
portfolio. Everything seems to indicate that it is a sector with a huge growth potential
in the next years as it generates profitable purchase and sale positions in the market.
The company UpMining SLU makes available to the investor the option of having an
investment in a robot that automatically generates purchase and sale positions in the
market. There are two ways: rcryptocurrency robot and fiat currency robot.

Main characters:
CRYPTOCURRENCY ROBOT:
- It is mainly operated with the
BTCUSD pair.
- Leverage 1: 500.
- Floating: 5-20%.
- Entry fee: 0.25 BTCs.
- Minimum investment:
- Leverage 1: 500.
- Floating: 5-20%.
- Entry fee: 0.25 BTCs.
- Minimum investment : 0.10 BTCs.
- Profitability: 18% monthly (in the test
period). Keep in mind that profits
obtained in the past does not guarantee
future profits.
- The robot wins when bitcoin goes up
and when it goes down.
- Company’s commission: 3% of the
profits.
- Monthly payment in bitcoin.

- The investment is designed to obtain a
high profitability in a short term.
- It is important to bear in mind that it is
a very high risk product.
FIAT ROBOT.
- It is operated mainly with pairs of 23 different currencies. The profitability is
obtained by liquidity provision making in the SWFX market automatically.
- Entrance fee: 300 euros.
- Minimum investment: 1000 euros.
- Profitability: 11% per year (in the test period). Keep in mind that profits obtained in
the past does not guarantee future profits. For short-term investments there is the
possibility of losses up to 12%.
- Commission for the company: 1% of the profits.
- Monthly payment in euros.
- The investment is designed to obtain high profitability in the medium-long term.
- It is important to bear in mind that it is a high risk product.
Information:
- News channel at: https://t.me/Accionistas_BSC
Investment:
- The investment can be made in euros or in cryptocurrencies.
EURO: ES59 3025 0016 1014 0001 8214 Titular: UpMining SL
BITCOIN (BTC): 3C2PZE6JwxMRUUgQ612covk3RTkq6Bj6yG
BITCOIN CASH (BCH): 1JKT5DK6k1zcCFptoEQc1E6cMrqDHKCyoq
BITCOIN GOLD (BTG): AcLp3Jw9e5jgJtpMCsxoVxkpv2XNZtg4it
DASH: XcqnRNESZqPRKQgDtSs37M4WazZsj4iSgr
LITECOIN (LTC): MLrVfae5WL4yeJerxg4znvrv1R7QUmDJpf
ZCASH (ZEC): t1L5P36fXUWWoL6CxDzvevguGwKjuGPoJ2L
ETHEREUM (ETH): 0x8949412617036DC7c369815f5739372da135a5eD
Commissions: the recommendations are rewarded giving an amount equivalent to
1% of what the client’s investment. For GroupBTC franchisees it is 3%.

